Comparison of Adjectives

Fill in the blanks.

1. I don’t eat as ........................ as you do.
   - much
   - more
   - most

2. Beethoven is one of the .......................... music composers of all time.
   - great
   - greater
   - greatest

3. This is the ............................ Christmas gift I have ever had.
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4. Tom is the ......................... of the four siblings.

5. She is ......................... than 90 percent of her neighbors.
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6. This is as ………………………… as that.

richest

good

better

best

7. Mangoes are ………………………….. than apples.

sweet

sweeter

sweetest

8. No other animal on earth is as
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........................................ as the blue whale.

large
larger
largest

9. He is not as ................................ as his brother.

intelligent
more intelligent
most intelligent

10. It is not as ................................ as I thought.

bad
worse
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11. She is ......................... than me.

- worst

12. It takes ......................... time to travel by car.

- less
- little
- least
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Answers

I don’t eat as much as you do.
Beethoven is one of the greatest music composers of all time.
This is the best Christmas gift I have ever had.
Tom is the youngest of the four siblings.
She is richer than 90 percent of her neighbors.
This is as good as that.
Mangoes are sweeter than apples.
No other animal on earth is as large as the blue whale.
He is not as intelligent as his brother.
It is not as bad as I thought.
She is cleverer than me.
It takes less time to travel by car.